(1) where ! " 0 is an EWF (z=0) and ! p z is a propagator for a distance z. Then, a Fourier transform of the intensity is given [6] :
The process of back-propagation in Fourier space corresponds to multiplying by ! exp(+i"#zu 2 ) of a well-known defocusing factor in electron microscopy. Then, Eq. (2) reduces to
As you may note the second and third terms in this expression correspond to an object spectrum ! "(u) and its conjugate spectrum, respectively.
An average for back-propagated intensities of a set of N focal series with a defocus step ε becomes
Thus, the object spectrum adds up coherently, while the conjugate term adds up destructively as shown below
Here, L(x) has the same form of the Laue function used in x-ray crystallography, which becomes unity for integral x. Although the conjugate term for integral ! "#u 2 adds up somehow coherently, its contribution is scrambled by the preceding phase term. The contribution from the forth term is small for a weak scattering object. Even for a strong scattering object, its contribution may be small, if a displacement ! "zuis larger than an object detail. When there are wave aberrations, we can include them in the equations above. Here, we replace ! "(x) in Eq. (1) with
that includes all the aberrations except defocusing. When we correct the aberrations on the back-propagated intensities, Eq. (4) becomes
Here,
is a wave aberration function that includes all the aberrations except defocusing. Thus, the conjugate term suffers from doubled aberration, and its contribution to the estimated EWF will further decrease.
In conclusion, we can estimate the object spectrum ! "(u) from an average for FT's of backpropagated intensities without knowing any phase information. This verifies the first step of IWFR, where the EWF (the object spectrum) is estimated from an average for FT's of backpropagated amplitudes. However, Eq. (4) shows that the object spectrum may be estimated more reliably from observed intensities than from amplitudes. This is verified in FIG. 1 using five images from a set of Si 3 N 4 through-focus images obtained with a Philips CM300-FEG at NCEM [7] .
